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of light, c. In the limit of slow rotations, the line element
turns out to have the same structure as the metric (1) of
non{dispersive media with, however, a refractive index





  1 : (7)
Compared with passive dielectric gyroscopes, a slow light
gyroscope operated with light of a modest group velocity
of kilometers per second increases the rotation sensitiv-
ity by ve orders of magnitude, and an ambitious group
velocity of meters per second amounts to a fantastic im-
provement by eight orders of magnitude. Of course, for
this one would need to create slow light in a solid block of
material in order to attach the gyroscope to the rotating
body one is interested in. Solid{state media tend to de-
stroy the quantum{interference conditions of EIT much
more rapidly than gases or Bose{Einstein condensates [1].
However, rst demonstrations of EIT in solids have been
already reported [7] and an interesting proposal of EIT in
semiconducters has been recently published [8]. It would
be desirable to demonstrate unambiguously slow light in
solids, stimulated perhaps by the potential advantage of
slow light gyroscopes: ultrahigh motion sensitivity.
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